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LAB3:   2D PARABOLIC PROBLEMS 
Download from  http://campus.cib.unibo.it/cgi/lista  (ricerca per docente -> Lanza) the FEA_LAB4.zip 
file, then unzip it. 
 
In FreeFem++, find approximate solutions of the following 2-D parabolic IBVP (Initial Boundary Value 
Problem) by means of the GFEM (Galerkin Finite Element Method) with linear and quadratic elements: 
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 where:   0, >∈ λλ R                         thermal conductivity 
                          [1,0][1,0] ×=Ω                  problem domain 
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24
12),,( λ−=     right-hand side function 
                          txtyxgD
4),,( =                  time-dependent Dirichlet boundary condition 
                          0),(0 =yxu                          initial value condition 
 
Compare the approximate solutions obtained by changing the domain triangulation (compute the L
2
 
errors) with the exact solution: 
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